Power
Technology
Research

Full Time- Junior Analyst
Power Technology Research (PTR) is a Munich based market research company with a focus on
power grid and e-mobility equipment market research. Our aim is to change the way market
research is provided to the customers by ensuring a highly transparent and flexible methodology
in our analysis.
We are looking to hire Junior Analysts for our consulting group. The candidate should have the
ability to think critically and comfortably navigate complex topics. Understanding key correlations
between qualitative and quantitative information is important for the role. The candidate should
be comfortable with calling new and existing clients or research participants to conduct market
discussions. Ability to carry out primary and secondary research on a wide range of topics is
extremely crucial for this role.
Your tasks will include:
•Carry out secondary research to mine data/information from publicly available reports/strategy
plans from key stakeholders in energy sector.
•Conduct primary research in the form of expert interviews/discussions to gather insights and
market trends.
•Quickly understand business models of equipment manufacturers and design surveys to obtain
information.
•Analyze financial data and information gathered from primary research to provide insights on
the competitive landscape of our client's market.
•Extract key market trends from large databases and create links with industry specific or
macroeconomic trends.
•Generate technology comparisons, cost models and forecast models on a given topics.
Skills required:
•Excellent command on Microsoft Office
•Ability to manage multiple topics simultaneously
•Previous knowledge of market intelligence is a strong plus
•Knowledge of data analytics tools is a plus
Your benefits:
•Learn about client interaction in a consulting environment.
•Experience working with international team.
•Market competitive monthly salary.
•Knowledge of how a completely digitized, international company runs.
If interested, please send you CV at saqib.saeed@powertechresearch.com. In case you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us, especially regarding internship duration.

